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Abstract. We propose a variational approach to unsupervised texture
segmentation that depends on very few parameters and is robust to imaging conditions. First, the uneven illumination in the observed image is
removed by the proposed image decomposition model that approximates
the illumination and well retains the textures and features in the image.
Then, from the obtained intrinsic image, we introduce a new data, multiscale local entropy, which is the entropy of each location’s neighborhood
histogram with various scales. The proposed segmentation model uses
multiscale local entropy as data. Together with a length penalizing term,
minimizing the energy functional locates the contours so that the local
entropy within each region is similar to one another. Since entropy is the
only feature, there are very few parameters. Moreover, the segmentation
model can be solved by a fast global minimization method. Experimental
results on natural images show the proposed method is able to robustly
segment various texture patterns with uneven illumination in the original
images.

1

Introduction

One of the challenges of unsupervised texture segmentation is due to the difﬁculties to well deﬁne textures. There are many tools to analyze texture, from
statistical models to ﬁltering methods, to geometric approaches. There have
been a large number of texture features: orientations, scales, frequencies, etc.
Therefore, partitioning an image domain into several texture regions, or identify
homogeneous regions in the sense of texture, without any given knowledge is
very diﬃcult. One of the earliest unsupervised segmentation model [1] approximates an image by a piecewise smooth image and a length penalizing term in
an energy functional to locate the boundary of each region. This model satisﬁes
many desired mathematical properties but is diﬃcult to solve in practice. In
[2], the one-dimensional contour/edge set is approximated by a two-dimensional
smooth function, making the functional easier to solve. The model in [3] approximates an image by a piecewise constant image and furthermore incorporates
the level set method with the variational model, which makes it easy to solve.
However, these classical methods do not handle textures, especially when the
average intensities of each texture region are similar.
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There has been numerous works on texture segmentation. For instance, the
authors in [4], [5], and [6] use Gabor transforms to represent texture features for
segmentations and authors in [7] use wavelet transforms. These generally have a
large set of texture features and therefore involve selecting a large set of parameters. Probability density function (PDF)/ histogram-based approaches, such as
[8], [9], [10], [11], and [12], also involve some parameters associated with the assumptions on the histograms or selected texture features. Methods in [13], [14],
[15], [16], and [17] use the entire PDFs or histograms without extracting predeﬁned features for segmentation using histogram distances, such as χ2 statistics,
mutual information, Kullback-Leibler divergence, and Bhattacharyya distance.
The data of the histogram is not limited to intensity. Any features and transforms of the image can be used. However, ﬁnding the solutions of these methods
requires diﬀerentiating histograms with respect to the contour or region. Local
histogram-based methods [18] do not require histograms to be diﬀerentiated and
can employ a fast global minimization method. However, the scale of the local
histogram windows is ﬁxed and has to be chosen. In this paper, we introduce a
new data, multiscale local entropy, which is the entropy of a local neighborhood’s
histogram with various scales. Therefore, the window size is unbiased.
Another challenge of unsupervised texture segmentation is due to the imaging
conditions/nuisance factors in real images. Most of the above-mentioned segmentation models are not robust to imaging conditions, because these are not taken
into account in the segmentation models. The proposed segmentation model
in [19] simultaneously estimates the illumination and reﬂectance and segments
the image using reﬂectance. This allows global smooth changes within a region
due to uneven lighting and is therefore robust with respect to nuisance factors.
However, this model approximates images by piecewise constant functions and
therefore does not handle textures. Note also the Mumford-Shah segmentation
model, even though is diﬃcult to solve, also deals with smooth changes in the
image. However, it also does not handle textures.
For robust texture segmentation, we add a pre-processing step that approximately decomposes an image into an illuminance component and a reﬂectance
component. The image model is described in section 2.1. The proposed decomposition model is described in section 2.2. For segmentation, we only use the
reﬂectance component. In section 2.3, we proposed a new data for texture segmentation, multiscale local entropy. The segmentation model is described in section 2.4. Finally, we show some experimental results in section 3 and conclude
in section 4.

2
2.1

Methodology
Image Model

The image of a natural scene captured by a camera does not solely depend on
the objects in the scene. The lighting condition, or illumination, also plays an
important role. Therefore, for robust image segmentation, illumination should
be taken into account. Let I : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] be the observed image after
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normalization. One simple way to express the image with illumination is by the
following multiplicative model:
I(x) = U (x)V (x),

(1)

where x ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1], U is the illumination and V is the reﬂectance, or the
intrinsic image structure. This model was formulated in [20] and was used for
robust segmentation in [21] and [19]. Multiplicative noise model has been used
for denoising and deblurring in [22] and segmentation in [23].
From this image model (1), we wish to ﬁnd the reﬂectance component V and
then use it for texture segmentation. To obtain V , we ﬁrst take log of (1), which
transforms the product model into the following sum:
log I = log U + log V.

(2)

It is easier to decompose this additive expression than the multiplicative expression. In the next section, we provide a variational decomposition model for (2).
2.2

Image Decomposition

We take a variational PDE-based approach to decompose log I. Let f = log I,
the decomposition is found by solving the following minimization problem:


1
2
min
|∇u| + λ |f − u|,
(3)
u 2
where λ is a parameter that controls the balance between the two penalty terms.
The ﬁrst term of the energy functional uses the 2 norm on the gradient of u
because the illuminance component is approximately smooth. Note that more
accurately the illumination is piecewise smooth, but the above approximation
will suﬃce for the purpose of segmentation. The second term uses the 1 norm,
rather than the 2 norm, on the residual, f −u, in order to better capture texture.
The solution of (3) can be found by using the gradient descent method:
du
f −u
= u + λ
,
dt
|f − u|

(4)

where the parameter λ can be chosen by methods, such as in [24].
Figure 1 demonstrates this image decomposition method using several images from the Yale Face Database. The images, in row (a) from left to right,
have lighting from diﬀerent directions: center, right, and left, respectively. Row
(b) shows the respective illumination components U , and row (c) shows the
respective reﬂectance components V . For all three decompositions, the parameter λ = 0.0004. These experiments show the robustness of extracting the nuisance factors from the intrinsic image structure using the method described here.
Speciﬁcally, the illumination components desirably exclude the image structure,
and the reﬂectance components show uniform lighting on the faces. In addition,
note that this decomposition model does not take into account shadows as part
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Fig. 1. Model (3) robustly decomposes images of faces with various lighting conditions
into the illumination and intrinsic components. Row (a) shows original images I, row
(b) shows illumination components U, row (c) shows reﬂectance components V, and
row (d) shows vertical sum of intensity for each image

of illuminance and therefore is present in the reﬂectance component. Moreover,
even though the areas with less lighting in the original images do not look as
sharp in the reﬂectance image compared to the areas with more lighting originally, all areas possess similar levels of illuminance. This can also be seen in
plots row (d), which shows the vertical sum of intensity for each original image,
illumination, and reﬂectance components. For instance, since the lighting of the
original image in the third row is from the left, we have high-left and low-right
proﬁle for the original image, high-left and low-right smooth proﬁle for the illumination component, and more or less horizontal proﬁle for the reﬂectance
component.
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Entropy Profile

In this section, we propose a descriptor that is calculated based on the reﬂectance
component V and will be used for the proposed segmentation model described
in the next section. First, let hx,s be the probability density function of image
intensity on the square patch centered at location x with scale s. Note that in
the discrete setting, the dimension of the patch is (2s + 1) × (2s + 1). Then,
deﬁne Hx,s as the entropy of hx,s by

Hx,s = −

1

hx,s (y) log(hx,s (y)) dy .

(5)

0

For a ﬁxed location x, the entropy proﬁle, Hx (s), is a function of scale. In the
following, we analyze the proposed entropy proﬁle with a few examples..
Fig. 2 (a) is a synthetic image consisting of two textures with the same information (entropy) and diﬀerent scales. The regions of each texture are indicated
in (b). Four locations are selected in (c), and their respective entropy proﬁles
are depicted in (e). Since both locations a and b are in the same texture region,
their entropy proﬁles resemble each other. Similarly, the proﬁles of c and d resemble each other. In (f), the scale of entropy proﬁle is adjusted by the logarithm,
which is denoted by log-scale. Since entropy changes less as scale increases, entropy proﬁles in log-scale are more distinguishable. Figure (g) represents the
median entropy proﬁles over all locations in each texture region, and (h) is the
median entropy proﬁles in log-scale. The median entropy proﬁles are shown here
because in the next section, the proposed segmentation model approximates the
homogeneity of each region by using median entropy proﬁle.
Fig. 3 illustrates with a synthetic image of two textures with the same scale
and diﬀerent information (entropy). Similarly, we see in (f) that the diﬀerence
between proﬁles from diﬀerent textures in log-scale is more prominent than without taking logarithms. Interestingly, the diﬀerence in entropy proﬁles in this case
is in the vertical direction, instead of the horizontal direction in the previous example in Fig. 2. This is because the textures in Fig. 2 diﬀer in scale and textures
in Fig. 3 diﬀer in information. However, if two textures have the same information and scale, the proposed entropy proﬁle will not be able to distinguish
them.
Fig. 4 shows a diﬀerent perspective of entropy using a real image. Instead
of looking at a entropy proﬁle Hx (s), which is a function of scale with a ﬁxed
location, each image is an entropy map Hs (x), which is deﬁned as the entropy
of each location with a ﬁxed scale. The scales are from 1 to 24, from left to right
and top to bottom. Each row shares the same color bar at the end of the row,
where dark red represents the highest value and dark blue represents the lowest
value. The entropy maps change quickly when the scales are small, as shown in
the ﬁrst row, and do not change very much when the scales are large, as shown
in the third and fourth rows. Therefore, for segmentation, we use log-scale for
the scale in entropy maps.
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Fig. 2. The entropy proﬁles Hx (s) of textures with same information and diﬀerent
scales are distinct

2.4

Texture Segmentation

The proposed texture segmentation model uses the entropy proﬁle Hx (s) of the
reﬂectance component V in


min
|∇u(x)| dx + λ u(x) d(H1 , Hx ) + [1 − u(x)] d(H2 , Hx ) dx , (6)
u,H1 ,H2

where 0 ≤ u ≤ 1, H1 and H2 are unknown histograms, λ is a parameter, and
the distance between two histograms is deﬁned as
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Fig. 3. The entropy proﬁles Hx (s) of textures with same scale and diﬀerent information
are distinct


d(H1 , Hx ) =

|H1 (s) − Hx (s)| log(s) ds,

(7)

which incorporates log-scale. The variable u represents the segmented regions.
The set of u close to 1 is inside the contour and the set of u close to 0 is outside
the contour. According to [25], minimizing this energy functional with respect
to u is a convex problem. The data terms encourage ﬁnding contours so that the
local entropy proﬁles are similar to one another within each region. The proposed
segmentation model (6) resembles the local histogram based segmentation model
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Fig. 4. Entropy maps Hs (x) of the center image in Fig. 5 (a) with scale from 1 to 24,
from left to right and top to bottom. The diﬀerence in maps becomes small when the
scale increases.

with the Wasserstein distance in [18]. Nevertheless, it is in essence diﬀerent, since
entropy proﬁle takes into account of various scales, rather than using a ﬁxed-size
window. As a result, this segmentation is more robust than local histogrambased methods, whose patch size needs to be close to the texture scale in the
image.
To solve (6), we may follow the fast global minimization method described in
[18] and [26]. Therefore, without repeating the derivations, the minimization is
solved by repeating the following steps until convergence:

H1 (s)= weighted (by u(x)) median of Hx (s)
H2 (s)= weighted (by 1 − u(x)) median of Hx (s)
→
−
→
p (x) + δt ∇(div−
p (x) − v(x)/θ)
→
−
p (x)=
→
−
1 + δt |(div p (x) − v(x)/θ)|
→
u(x)= v(x) − θ div−
p (x)
v(x)= max{min{u(x) − θλrx,H1 ,H2 , 1}, 0},

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

→
where θ is a parameter, δt is a time-step that is ≤ 18 (δx)2 , −
p (x) = (p1 (x), p2 (x)),
and

rx,H1 ,H2 = |H1 (s) − Hx (s)| − |H2 (s) − Hx (s)| ds.
The initializations can be arbitrary since this is a global minimization model.
Therefore, one may initially choose an arbitrary contour and let u = 1 inside the
→
contour and u = 0 outside the contour. Initializations for v and −
p can be done
→
−
→
−
by setting v = u and p = 0 .
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(c) reﬂectance

Fig. 5. Model (3) robustly decomposes real images from Berkeley segmentation
database. The reﬂectance components appear to have even lighting.

Fig. 2 (d) and ﬁg. 3 (d) show the segmentation model (6) is able to accurately
distinguish two textures, in which one pair of textures has the same information
but diﬀerent scales and the other pair has the same scale but diﬀerent informations.

3

Experimental Results

Fig. 5 evaluates the proposed decomposition model with a few images from the
Berkeley segmentation database, as shown in column (a). Their respective illuminance components U are shown in column (b), and the reﬂectance components
V are shown in column (c). The illuminance appears to be faithfully extracted.
As one can see, for instance, the front of the cheetah body is more illuminated
than other areas in the original image. The left side of the background is less
illuminated than other areas in the original image. Therefore, the reﬂectance in
(c) desirably looks ﬂat because the lighting is forced to be homogeneous. Similar
observations can be made for the other two images.
Fig. 6 shows segmentation results using the proposed model (6) and other
methods for the purpose of comparison. Row (b) shows segmentation results
using the fast global minimization of active contour (GAC) in [26], which approximates an image by a piecewise constant function and therefore performs
poorly for images with rich texture patterns. Rows (c) and (d) show segmentation
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Fig. 6. (a) are the original images. (b) are the segmentation results by the fast global
minimization of active contour (GAC) in [26]. (c) are the results by local histogram
based segmentation using the Wasserstein distance (LHSWD) [18] with scale = 10. (d)
are the results by LHSWD with scale = 30. (e) are the results by the proposed method,
which is more robust to illumination than GAC and LHSWD and is able to segment
the texture patterns more accurately.

results by the local histogram based segmentation method using the Wasserstein
distance (LHSWD) in [18]. For the local histograms, the binning size is 100 and
the scale sizes are 10 and 30 for (c) and (d), respectively. The parameters are
θ = 0.001 and λ = 1. Row (e) shows results of the proposed method with the
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same parameters θ and λ. The results are far better as one can see that the
patterns of tiger, cheetah, and ﬁsh are more accurately segmented. We believe
that this is due to two reasons. First, illuminance in an image plays an important
role in segmentation, and it is to beneﬁcial to even out the illuminance. Second,
all scales of local histograms were taken into account, rather than using a ﬁxed
scale.

4

Conclusion

We propose a method for texture segmentation that is robust to imaging conditions using very few parameters. We propose a multiscale local entropy as a data
descriptor and an image decomposition model for illumination removal. While
it is possible to put the decomposition and segmentation models in one formulation, it is in practice diﬃcult to solve. Therefore, the decomposition is done as
a pre-processing step. The experimental results show that the proposed method
is able to accurately segment natural images that contain texture patterns. In
the future, we would like to analyze and extend the use of entropy proﬁle.
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